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Dear Reverend Roper

Thank you for your letter of 17 September regarding Camden's withdrawal of
administrative/secretarial services from King's Cross Development Forum (KXDF). I
have raised this issue with colleagues in our Culture and Environment Department.

We all recognise what a huge success the fiDF has been in community
engagement in the planning process at King's Cross. In its heyday over one
hundred community groups were represented and forty or fifty people regularly
attended meetings.

However, since the grant of outline planning permission in 2006 attendance has
fallen off dramatically. Officers have supported the few remaining members in their
attempts to encourage better attendance, but it seems that public interest has fallen
away because the major decisions on King's Cross have been made.

Over the last year officers have discussed and assisted with various possible
alternative arrangements, including the group seeking independent funding for such
support, but apparently without success. As the Forum is no longer able to do the
outreach work that is part of its agreed remit, or keep a reasonable representative
attendance, we both need to look afresh at how best to seek local community voices
in King's Cross developments.

I am sure you will appreciate that our services are fully stretched, and we will
continue to provide technical planning advice to the Forum as appropriate. KXDF
representatives can attend the various consultative/ implementations panels, we
have put in place mechanisms to notify the Forum about planning applications as
they are submitted, and we will continue to provide allthis support.
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I know you have spoken to Bob West about a possible re-launch of the fiDF next
year when other stakeholders might be brought into the frame (such as the
University of the Arts, Sainsbury, and One Housing Group). I believe this to be a
sensible approach and would urge you to put this to the AGM as a pragmatic
suggestion.

The matter will be kept under review and we hope that once the development has
begun to take more shape, with new buildings being completed and a tangible
expression of wider area regeneration, public interest will be rejuvenated.

Yours sincerely

Moira Gibb
Chief Executive

c.c. Councillor Keith'Moffitt, Leader of the Council

Moira Gibb CBE
Chief Executive
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